
CASE STUDY
OVERVIEW:

The following case study is of a real estate client and it explains the challenges
faced and the process that brought in the best results digitally.

In this study, we will cover a wide range of case studies on different aspects of
Digital Marketing, including SEM/PPC campaigns, Social Media Marketing, Search
Engine Optimization, and other paid platforms.

THE CLIENT:
Aparna Constructions (Real Estate industry)

Founded in 1996 with a vision to achieve a sustainable balance between affordability
and luxury. As of 2021, there are 25+ successful projects that they have completed and
20+ upcoming projects across Telangana, Andhra Pradesh, and Karnataka. However, it
was not easy to lead on the digital front.

THE PROBLEM:

● Quality Lead Shortage
● Poor Site Visits
● Conversion Rate.

Since our brand was already in the market for more than two decades, it emerged as one
of the top brands through traditional advertising. It was not the case on the digital front
to target the right audience as Aparna was the first one to initiate Digital Marketing in the
real estate market.



THE SOLUTION:

Pay-Per-Click/Google Ads Campaigns

I handled the structuring of campaigns and ad operations for the brand. The monthly
budget of Google ads was $10K which is widespread across Search, Display, Gmail, and
YouTube. The campaigns were based on project theme and location-specific along with
branded and low intent keyword-specific campaigns.

Facebook Ads Campaigns

I handled the structuring of campaigns and ad operations for the brand. The monthly
budget of Facebook ads was $2K which is widespread across Traffic, Lead Gen, and
Engagement campaigns. The campaigns were based on project themes and
location-specific campaigns. 30% of the total budget was allocated to branding
campaigns.

Social Media

Social Media helped us to build credibility digitally and the referral program in the form of
contests for the existing owners had a great impact on the conversions.

Search Engine Optimization

We used Semrush tool to work on improving the organic and referral traffic with daily
off-page activities by backlinking and interlinking. Along with strong on-page practices.

Quality Leads

Built a daily tracker using excel to track the campaign performance on a daily basis
along with weekly reports every Monday. This helped in identifying the non-performing
campaigns and worked on the optimization. We were able to get quality leads at an
optimal cost.

THE RESULT:

Our regular analysis on the campaigns performance has resulted in improving the
CTR by 60%, CPC by -40%, and FFR by 50% on Google ads in addition to improving the
CTR by 20%, CPC by -60%, and FFR 60% on Facebook ads.



Search engine optimization helped in improving the organic traffic by 75% and
improving the ranking by 35 ranks. It only got better in the future.

TAKEAWAY:

● Implementation of Digital Marketing practices with strong determination to
achieve the goal can bring optimal results.

● SEM bettered the KPIs such as the CTRs, CPCs and FFRs while SEO scaled up the
organic traffic and SMM made sure that the customers registered a strong
impression about the brand.

● It is a collective effort of following the main practices of Digital Marketing that
can help your brand build and lead the respective industry.


